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IN  studying with the microscope thin portions of doubly refracting 
crystals, seen detached or in sections of rocks, very little attention 
has hitherto been paid to the direction of the positive and negative 
axes, although a knowledge of this may afford most valuable in- 
formation, as I have already shown in some of my former published 
papers. I must say that I am not at all surprised, since, though 
fully impressed with its importance, I have often neglected to make 
use of the form of apparatus hitherto employed, on account of the 
practical difficulties of the method and the uncertainty of tho 
results. I have for a long time been anxious to devise some such 
modification of the necessary apparatus as would enable me with 
ease and certainty to ascertain which is the positive and which is 
the negative axis of any crystal, and have at  length contrived a 
plan which appears to me in every respect satisfactory. 

I n  order that the method may be more clearly understood, it 
will be desirable to briefly describe a few well-known facts. If a 
thin section of a doubly refracting crystal cut obliquely or parallel 
to an optic axis be examined with polarized light and a crossed 
analyzer, it will in certain positions give colours by interference, 
the exact tints of which depend upon the thickness of the section 
and the intensity of its double refraction. If another section thus 
giving the same tint of the same order be placed over the other, the 
tints due to the conibination depend on the manner in which they 
are placed in relation to one another. If their positive axes are 
parallel, the effect is the same as if the thickness were double, and 
the tints are raised; whereas, if the positive axes are at right 
angles, and thus the positive axis of one parallel to the negative 
axis of' the other, the doubly refracting power is, as it were, 
neutralized, and with crossed Nicols the field remains dark and 
the crystal looks black. If the crystal under examination vary 
somewhat in thickness so as to give by itself various colours, tlien 
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only thosc parts which give the right tint appear black when the 
two plates are properly combined. Xn other parts thc tinis are 
raiscd or lowered, as the case may be, and it may be so difficult to 
distiiiguisli bctveen these higher and lower orders of colours that 
the dctcrniination may be very doubtful. 

Jn  applying this metliod to the microscope, thin flat plates of 
sclenite of various thickness have usually been employed, eithcr 
undrgr tlic objcct on the stage, or under the analyzer over the eye- 
piece. Tlir chief practical difficulty was to select a plate of selenite 
of siich a tliickness that its tint with polarized light nas so nearly 
tlic same as that of the crystal under examination, that there could 
lie no kiiid of doubt mlien the tints were raised and when 
dcprc<sed. If tlie appratus contains many plates of selenite, 
much time is consumed in t i d i n g  the right one ; and if it contains 
Init fcw, iioiie may give such a decided result tliat tlie direction of 
tlic positive aiid ncgative axes can be seen at  once, and no con- 
sideration bc rcquiicd. 

Now tlie method which I have lately adopted combines all tlie 
advaiitages of a vcry h rge  nuiiiber of plates of sclenite with the 
practical convcniencc of a siriglc plate, and also endiles us at  o~icc 
to detcrmiiic tlie true ordcr of the tiiit given by any crystal unclcir 
cxaniination. I have a m-edgc-shaped plate of qmrtz, cut parallcl 
to the priiicipnl axis, I $  iiicli long, aiid 8 inch widc. At its 
thickcst ends it is J,,tli of an inch thick, and thiiis off to tlic shaipest 
possible edge. This is fixed on a glass plate 80 as to leave a space 
of glass ,*,tlis of an inch long by + iiicli broad, beyond tliis tliin 
end of tlic quartz. The combined platcs are fixed in a brass 
frame, like tliat for a micrometer, which slides into tlie eye- 
piece. On using polarizcd light with a crossed analyzer over tlie 
eyc-piecc, and arranging the plate so that the part with only ghss 
is in front, wve see tlie ol’ject in its normal state, and the rest of the 
field black. and on piisliing forwards the quartz wedge we see 
the iicld of the inicroscopc crossed with colonrcd bands, gradually 
rising fiom tlic bluisli whitc of the first order, through all the 
brighter ordws of colours to the faint reds and greens, and upwards 
to what cannot be distinguished by thc unaided eye from white 
light. If somc crystal giving any tilit bc on the stage of‘ the 
microscope, we can usually see at  once whether the tints are 
raised or depresscd, by tlie manner in which it alters the colour of 
thc bands; and by pushing the quartz wedge backwards or 
foirvnrds tlieie may be no dificiilty in finding the exact place 
wlicrc the plate of quartz so exactly neutralizes the action of the 
crystal tliat it appears black. If this does not occur in any place, 
and, on tlie contrary, the tints appear to be raised, the eye-piece 
arid the plate must be rotated tlirongh an angle of go’, and the 
reqiiisito place can then be easily fcund. Tile plate of quartz 
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being so cut that its longer axis is parallel to the principal axis of 
the crystal, we know that this longer axis is positive, and thus 
also at  once know which is the positive and which the negative 
axis of the crystal under examination. We can also at once see 
what is the true order of colour which it gives, since we can 
readily count it up from the bands due to the quartz alone, seen 
crossing the field of the microscope. We are also by no means 
limited to visible tints. The crystal may have such a powerful 
double refraction or be so thick as to give apparently whitc light, 
and yet by using the thicker end of the quartz wedge the tints 
may be reduced down to those easily distingnished. 

It will thus be seen that by using this simple nrrangcment we 
secure all the advantages of a most unmanageably large number of 
plates of selenite, and can make all the necessary observations with 
ease and expedition. It now remains in conclusion to point out 
its piaotical use. 

I n  examining thin Rections of rocks or loose material, crystals 
of elongated prismatic form are very often seen. The optical axes 
may or may not be parallel to the geometrical axis, and this is a 
character of considerable importance. Now, by means of the 
apparatus I have just described, we can at  once ascertain whether 
it is the positive or negative axis which is more or less nearly 
parallel to the geometrical axis. This might serve to easily dis- 
tinguish two minerals. One might have its negative axis parallel 
to the prism, and thus might appear black when the quartz plate 
was parallel to it;  whereas in the case of the other mineral, t81ie 
positive axis might be parallel to the prism, and it might appcar 
black when the quartz plate was a t  right angles to the axis of the 
prism. Of coiirse in making these observations we must be careful 
to arrange SO that the plme of polarization of the light is at 45" to 
one of the axes of the crystal, and the axis of the quartz plate either 
parallel or at right angles to that axis as the case may require. 

Though I have hitherto specially alluded to crystals, the use of 
this niethod is by no means confined to true minerals. I t  may be 
employed with equal advantage in studying shells and other organic 
bodies which possess double refraction. We can thus at once see 
that in the shells of Pinna the negative axis is parallel to the axis of 
the prisins, as in the case of true crystals of calcite deposited on the 
wall of a vein or other surface of deposition, and in the case of some 
other shells mny see that the negative axis of the aragonite is also 
perpendicular to the surface of their growth, as it also is when that 
mineral is deposited quite independent of any organic matter. 


